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STATISTICS: LEARNING FROM DATA, by respected and successful author Roxy Peck, resolves common problems faced by both students and instructors with an innovative approach to elementary statistics. Peck tackles the areas students struggle with most--pr... This PDF book incorporate Roxy Peck|Cengage Learning information. 
Intelligent Data Engineering and

Teaching and Learning Astronomy
Astronomy is taught in schools worldwide, but few schoolteachers have any background in astronomy or astronomy teaching, and available resources may be insufficient or non-existent. This volume highlights the many places for astronomy in the curricul... This PDF book incorporate Jay Pasachoff|Cambridge University Press guide.
Patrick Moore's Data Book of Astronomy
"Packed with up-to-date astronomical data about the Solar System, our Galaxy and the wider Universe, this is a one-stop reference for astronomers of all levels. It gives the names, positions, sizes an... This PDF book provide Moore/Rees|Cambridge University Press information.
Predictive Analytics, Data Mining and Big Data
Predictive analytics, data mining and big data are key topics for organizations who want to leverage the ever increasing amounts of data that they hold about people. This easy to read, in-depth guide provides readers with a solid understanding of pre... This PDF book contain Steven Finlay|Palgrave Macmillan information.
Data Mining for Social Network Data
Driven by counter-terrorism efforts, marketing analysis and an explosion in online social networking in recent years, data mining has moved to the forefront of information science. 
